Metal Finishing with Abrasive Blast

Abrasive Blast Cabinets
Abrasive Blast Rooms
Abrasive Blast Systems
Media Recovery Systems
Dust Collectors
Blast Pots
Vapor Blast Equipment
Abrasive Blast Media
Abrasive Blast Parts
Abrasive Blast Accessories
Air Compressors & Dryers
Air Compressor Parts & Service

ABRASIVE BLAST SOLUTIONS
a division of HTE Technologies
ABRASIVE BLAST CABINETS

1. Direct pressure blast cabinet with turntable/workcar and track extension
2. Suction blast cabinet with reclaim and cartridge dust collector
3. The Wetblast FLEX. All-in-one wetblasting system. The FLEX is engineered to provide high performance blasting with maximum dust suppression.
4. Blast pots
5. Plastic media pressure blast cabinet
6. Split level blast cabinets, suction or direct pressure; sizes range from 42” x 24” up to 96” x 48”
7. Dust collectors in bag or cartridge design
BLAST MEDIA, PARTS & ACCESSORIES

30 Tons of Blast Media in Stock

- Aluminum Oxide
- Glass Beads
- Walnut Shells
- Crushed Glass
- Plastic
- Steel Shot

Blast hose, blast nozzles, metering valves, air supplied blast hoods with climate controls, peel off lenses, charcoal breathing air filters for all brands!

ABRASIVE BLAST ROOMS, BLAST- & MEDIA-RECOVERY SYSTEMS

1. A-200 automated indexing blast cabinet
2. Through-feed conveyor machine with powered rollers and oscillating nozzles for automating the blasting of heavy parts
3. Sweep-in system for user-built blast rooms
4. Pre-Assembled Blast Rooms. Just connect the components and add power and air.
5. Automated tumble blast barrel up to 300 lb. capacity
6. Tumble belt cabinets are built for customers who need efficient, reliable, high-production blasting.

SYSTEM FINANCING AVAILABLE
5-500HP Rotary Screw and 5-35HP Splash Lubricated Piston Air Compressors, Refrigerated and Desiccant Air Dryers, In-Line Filtration Systems, Flow Controllers, Modular Piping Systems, After-Coolers, and Zero-Loss Drains

PARTS & LUBRICANTS

HTE Inventory – Includes over $1 million in parts and lube for most brands of air compressors and dryers.

- OEM parts & lube for Atlas Copco Oil-Free and Oil-Injected compressors
- UNI Parts by Atlas Copco for all other compressor brands
- Duratech lubricants from HTE Technologies for all other brands of compressors

Emergency Service - 800.444.4831

LENEXA, KS
8004 Reeder St.
Lenexa, KS 66214
913.440.4477

SPRINGFIELD, MO
4319 S. National Ave
Springfield, MO 65810
913.440.4477

ST. LOUIS, MO
2021 Congressional Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63146
314.731.4444

BLOOMINGTON, IL
701 Empire St.
Bloomington, IL 61704
217-615-4440

Learn more at:
facebook.com/HTETechnologies
linkedin.com/company/htetechnologies
twitter.com/htetechnologies
youtube.com/user/htetechnologies

1.800.444.4831 www.hteabrasiveblast.com